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Abstract — Resource discovery in large-scale distributed 
systems is a challenging issue, mainly due to the traditional 
centralized topologies in which the nodes of these systems are 
typically organized. This unified approach has been proven to 
be effectual for cluster-based grids and clouds but questionable 
for large scale, heterogeneous and dynamically interoperable e-
infrastructure such as grids and inter-clouds. The latter e-
infrastructures are less tolerant with regards to scalability, 
elasticity and flexibility. In this work, we explore the 
decentralized distributed search protocols that transform 
nodes of large size distributed systems to act as both clients 
and servers. Specifically, we extend the use of a job profile 
specification that is generated during the user job submission 
process. The exploitation of the job profile will allow us to 
orchestrate and group different user submissions into transient 
inter-cloud brokering groups that represent a temporary 
resource cluster according to the current service submission 
characteristics. We suggest the clustering submissions in an 
inter-cloud system with the view of forming notional short-
term grouped nodes that may reform over the time.  In this 
way, the resource discovery process is becoming dynamically; 
that is to say, a transient group of nodes is required advancing 
a single request based on current time; opposed to multiple 
requests as currently happens. We further propose an 
architecture that implies nodes orchestration based on 
previous resource requests as well as we model a service meta-
registry for inter-cloud systems to store relevant information to 
service submission. 

Keywords: Meta-registry, Grids, Clouds, Inter-cloud, Meta-
Brokers, Resource Discovery 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Over the recent years new technologies like computing 

grids, clouds and inter-clouds are organized in e-
infrastructures with the aim of offering substantial 
capabilities of high computational efficiency for utilization 
of remote resources. These settings contain computing 
machines (nodes or peer) that are relying in a remote location 
and could be utilized by users in the form of on-demand 
offered services. Massive computing capacity (hardware and 
software), resides in a grid Virtual Organization (VO) or a 
cloud datacentre and could be delivered in a variety of 
service formats (software, hardware, infrastructure as a 
service). In a generic view, these are identical to job 
submissions that have been encapsulated in application 

execution requests and are about to be executed by a 
computing CPU. In our work we utilize this model in the 
inter-cloud system which is an extension of the Internet that 
contains decoupled computing sub-clouds that exchange 
services. Eventually, the services will be sandboxed and 
executed in a virtual machine (VM) of a cloud datacentre 
host. 

However, our setting aims to an interoperable cloud 
partnership. The need for that is relying on the fact that cloud 
computing evolves rapidly due to the increase number of its 
market value, thus the quantity of the users increases as well, 
though in a non-analogous way. To this extend, we presented 
the inter-cloud [1] in order to transforms the infrastructure. 
This lets the setting to go beyond of its premises by allowing 
cloud datacentres to communicate for service exchanging. In 
addition, by using virtualization technology VMs could be 
distributed among various collaborated clouds with the aim 
of increasing scalability while at the same time reducing the 
heterogeneity of the system.  

In an inter-cloud setting the overall resource management 
process is a complex decision due to the large number of 
users and resources [3]. This includes various phases such as 
resource discovery, availability, allocation and execution. In 
this work we focus on the resource discovery of inter-clouds 
by considering an inclusive vision as presented in [2], [8]. 
Specifically, meta-brokering functionalities incorporated in 
cloud datacentres in order to achieve a fully decentralized 
and decoupled setting. This includes the decouple-ness of 
users and cloud providers for offering a wider service 
dissemination orchestration. 

 In such setting, a user submits a request for service 
allocation in the form of a job specification known as 
cloudlet. Each cloudlet contains a variety of required 
physical resources (required CPU, memory, storage 
bandwidth etc.). This specification is submitted to a cloud 
representative named as broker. The last one characterizes 
the role of a node for discovering inter-connected meta-
brokers that exist within its meta-registry. Eventually, 
multiple service requests are distributed in such system for 
discovering available resources. Our concept includes the 
transient clustering of inter-cloud local and meta-brokers and 
their resources according to the service specification. This 
means that meta-brokers act as decentralized nodes and 
grouped and reformed over the time to handle different 
requests notionally during run-time in a dynamic mean. 
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Thus, section II illustrates the related works of nodes 
clustering in large scale systems and section III presents the 
inter-cloud meta-model that extends the work of [9] with a 
focus on the service discovery process. The remainder of the 
paper is organised as follows. Section IV, presents the meta-
registry profile discussion by analysing the cloudlet key 
characteristics. Section V discusses the resource discovery 
architecture and section VI the modelling of resource 
discovery algorithm. Section VII illustrates a simulation 
scenario case for demonstrating the effectiveness of our 
model. Finally, the study concludes with a discussion of the 
future research steps. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Over the recent years, the resource discovery in large-

scale systems became a hot research topic by including the 
orchestration of nodes in various topologies, e.g. centralized, 
hierarchical and decentralized models. Fundamentally, 
centralized and hierarchical solutions offer efficient resource 
discovery times by reducing request disseminations and 
number of responses. However, when the system extends to 
a large scale, thus multiple nodes connected randomly, these 
schemes reduce performance due to the single point of 
failure and bottleneck of the centralized nodes. In inter-
clouds, the increasing diversity of service requests adds 
important issues that require to be efficiently handled such as 
heterogeneity, elasticity, large scale distribution, and run-
time information processing. Such requirements are very 
important to and are addressed by the inter-cloud e.g. by 
sandboxing services in a single VM could overcome 
heterogeneity. Other issues, like elasticity, scalability and 
run-time information processing are considered as system 
dynamics and are addressed by the fully decentralization of 
the setting. In any case the resource discovery contains 
resource matchmaking and availability procedures. In our 
model we propose a decentralized resource discovery model 
that organizes services and nodes according to the 
submission profile known as meta-registry. Herein we 
present a discussion of related works in the area of resource 
discovery based on nodes clustering criteria.  

The work in [4] presents a resource discovery scheme for 
Grid systems. Specifically, the decentralized resource 
mechanism aims of overcoming centralized deficiencies by 
utilizing the concept of resource clustering in a peer to peer 
network. That is to say a grid node with the same 
characteristics (resource types) and performance could 
clustered with similar nodes (according to specific 
characteristics e.g. identical service submissions) in order to 
increase scalability of the resource management while 
decreasing the searching depth. This is achieved by utilizing 
the P2P hybrid resource discovery framework in order to 
organise resources into a peer to peer overlay network that 
cluster similar resources. However, this scheme describes a 
hierarchical resource discovery mechanism which is not fully 
decentralized. The fundamental design is based upon the idea 
of inter-connected peer to peer networks in which some 
nodes (peers) act as intermediate stations for achieving 
communication. In addition, our vision incorporates the fact 
that various nodes might belong to different communities 

(Virtual Organisations), thus there is no need for inter-
connection and eventually creation of bottleneck points in 
hierarchical connected overlay networks.  

The work in [5] discusses a hierarchical grid computing 
environment of intra-clusters (small-world) clusters. Similar 
to [4], authors in [5] present their clustering grid work based 
on overlay network topologies, however by utilizing graph 
theory for demonstrating the small-world property. The 
actual characteristic of the nodes clustering is the latency 
value of the delay in nodes response. Nodes with small 
latency are collected into a cluster forming a small-world 
framework. The great advantage of this is the 
decentralization and scalability of the mechanism which 
avoids bottleneck on centralized topologies. The authors of 
this scheme claim that simulation experiments have high 
success rate, thus resource discovery based on clustering 
nodes utilizing latency offers efficient performance. 
However, this solution does not include different job 
requirements as it is solely refers to the weight among 
networking nodes (transfer time among nodes). In our 
perspective, grid computing nodes require to form groups 
based upon various requirements (i.e. job characteristics for 
specific resources). 

Similar works are the efforts of [6] where authors aim to 
improve a small-world clustering efficiency by developing 
routing tables through the use of certain probabilities with 
respect to diverse properties. However [4] discuss that  
clusters nodes do not work for resource discovery but 
according to the principle of graded diffusion from a global 
perspective. The work in [7] introduces a solution for 
resource discovery in computational grids by organising 
nodes dynamically. The main concept is based on the idea 
that every node require to contribute computational resources 
to the whole computing grid. This is achieved by designing 
overlay graphs to have an average low degree (low graph 
diameter). However, in this work nodes are classified to 
consumers and produces depending on the job consumption 
rate in a non-transient way. At last, work in [11] presents a 
grid resource discovery algorithm that discovers the 
appropriate resource for a specific request and then 
effectively directs the request to the resource within that 
environment. However, this solution is based on 
matchmaking routers in grid systems. 

In contrast to the aforementioned works, our solution 
cluster resources for inter-cloud systems based on the service 
specification request. While most of other works group their 
nodes according to weighted parameters (i.e. distance of 
peers, or transfer times) and without considering the different 
job requirements and short-term binding of resources we first 
group service (job) submissions and secondly nodes (meta-
brokers) for binding services in their local resources. 
Additionally, we aim to a realistic solution that organizes 
temporary clusters during service submission run-time. That 
is to say meta-brokers are gathered together when the service 
submission starts and re-formed at the next service offer. In 
this context, the next sections illustrate the inter-cloud model 
that facilitates the meta-brokers and the meta-registry 
component. Next we discuss the overall decentralized meta-
computing operation prior to the service submission phase. 
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environment is based on the contacted meta-brokers’ real-
time responses this minimizes the overall information 
exposition. It should be mentioned that service submissions, 
can be monitored from an external component and data could 
be utilized in future for enriching service submissions 
decision-making. 

In this work we aim to an inter-cloud resource discovery 
management. This includes the clustering of meta-brokers 
according to service requests criteria. This is closely related 
to the meta-registry profile that is responsible controlling the 
clustering operation. Thus, the next section illustrates the 
meta-registry profile of a meta-broker formed by recording 
past cloudlet submissions. 

IV. THE META-REGISTRY PROFILE 
The meta-registry contains a private part for controlling 

local-broker information and a public part of addresses of 
known meta-brokers for inter-exchanging information. The 
private part includes the datacentre information as retrieved 
from the local-broker as follows: 
• The architecture of the cloud datacentre (e.g. Intel) 
• The operating system used by the datacentre (e.g. Linux) 
• A list with the available hosts 
• The cost of the datacentre usage for a) cost per second, 

b) cost per computational unit and c) per storage or per 
used bandwidth 

• The mips rating of the total mips of the number of the 
datacentre machines. 

• The total pes of the number of the datacentre machines. 
• The quantity of the currently idle (non-busy) pes for all 

the machines of the datacentre.  
• The quantity of the currently busy pes for all the 

machines of the datacentre.  
• A case for a broker that requires knowing the status of 

the submission. 
• A case for submitting a cloudlet sent by the broker. 
• A case for altering the status of the cloudlet as posed by 

the broker. This includes the following statuses, a) 
pausing, b) resuming, c) cancelling and d) updating. 

• A case for a broker that requires creating (or overriding 
in the case that the VM exists) a VM in the datacentre. 
In such situation the datacentre instantiates a host 
allocation policy for provisioning VMs to Hosts. 

• A case for releasing a VM created previously within a 
datacentre host. 

• A case for handling the VM allocation policy for 
provisioning VMs to hosts. 

• A case for setting the time that the service submission 
enters the datacentre. 

• A case to store the information collected by a datacentre 
sensor in a list for future usage (e.g. energy 
consumption). 
The public part of the profile contains the requirements 

specification as introduced by the user in the form of a 
cloudlet. The requested cloudlet will be bounded within a 
unique VM designed or instantiated specifically for the 

particular cloud client demand. The decision behind the VM 
development is related with the cloud provider as presented 
in [8], and it is out of the scope of this study. Specifically 
the public profile includes the following information: 
• A unique constant name for each of the users that is 

identical to the meta-broker id as the ICMS assigns one 
unique meta-broker per user. 

• The input service (job) size measured in the required 
million of instructions per second (million instructions 
per second). 

• The output file size following the service execution 
measured in bytes. 

• The number of the physical processing elements 
required for the service submission (e.g. four for a quad-
core CPU). 

• The identification number of the specific service 
submission to be identified by the broker. 

• The status that denotes the standing of the service 
submission (e.g. running, waiting or idle). 

• The time that the service submission starts execution 
(measured in ms.). 

• The time that the service submission finishes execution 
(total execution time in ms.). 

• The reservation status of the current service submission 
(yes or no). 

• A list that contains the addresses of the collaborated 
well-known meta-brokers based on the probability 
formulae (1). 

• A case for storing timeline events of meta-brokers life-
cycle. 
To conclude the profile is formed according to the 

available internal resources and the requested information. 
We separate the design into private and public parts for 
minimizing the information exchanging quantity and keeping 
internal cloud knowledge isolated from external sub-clouds. 
The next section illustrates the resource discovery 
architecture of the inter-cloud meta-brokering model. 

V. THE  RESOURCE DISCOVERY ARCHITECTURE 
The resource discovery architecture encompasses the 

cloud internal components for service communication along 
with the inter-collaborated feature. Specifically, the 
following demonstrates typical sub-cloud internal 
procedures during a service request from a user. 

A. The internal Procedure 
Lets assume that there is one inter-cloud setting 

composed by a number of interoperable sub-clouds each of 
which is named as ca where ca���{c1, c2, …, ca}. Individual 
clouds comprise a number of physical datacenters dcb - 
where dcb � {dc1, dc2, …, dcb} - that constitute the cluster of 
core resources. Further, each datacenter contains a number 
of physical machines named as hc hosts - where hc ��{h1, h2, 
…, hc} - in such way that CPU cores, ram and storage space 
of machines integrate the whole cloud computational 
capacity. In addition, each datacenter dcb generates a 
number of local-brokers lbre � {lbr1, lbr2, …, lbre} and 
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resources according to the job requiremen
the users. This occurs because the local-
require searching and matchmaking resourc
as this is happening by the meta-brokers d
classification process.  

The algorithm presents the resource disc
clustering according to cloudlet specificati
requirements and operations during this pro

 
Algorithm: The resource discovery process 
Require:  cloudi: the cloud i 
 datacenteri: the cloud datacenter 
 hosti: the datacenter host 

meta-brokeri: the user meta-broker 
 meta-registryi: the user meta-registry 
 cloudleti: the service submission of user i 
 VMi: the VM for user i 
 list: the list with the inter-connected meta-b

community: the group of transient connecte
Operation: clusteringRequest: the clustering request o
   createCluster: the clustering creation proce
   matchmaking: the cloudlet matchmaking 
   get: a method to get information 
   send: a method to send information 
1:   for ��meta-brokeri of useri do 
2:      meta-registry.get(list) for cloudleti 

3:  for each meta-broker � list do 
4:  perform matchmaking according
5:  send.clusteringRequest 
6:        if meta-broker.list 
 � then 
7:   createCluster 
8:  end if 
9: end for 
10: end for    
11: for � meta-brokeri accept submission do 
12:  if meta-brokeri � community then 
13:  request community info 
14: end if 
15:  else send resource availability request from
16: end for 
17: for � meta-brokeri accept submission do 
18:  create VMi in first available cloudi.datacent
19: end for 
 

The next section illustrates a simulation
communities that aim to compare the tr
submission (non-grouping) over the clus
method prior to the service execution phase
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to 40 users. Similarly, figure 5 presents th
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Figure 4: The comparison of cloud
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The actual comparison is based

a traditional specification (non
clustering resource discovery.  

 

Figure 5: The comparison of cloud
times for 4 to 24 users’ 

 
In this case we develop two co

identical jobs. The service specifica
using the pattern of Table 1. 

Table 1: The basic sim
Id Specs Cloudlets VMs 

1 coma 100 10 
2 comb 100 20 
3 coma 100 10 
4 comb 100 20 

 
Specifically, table 1 presents in
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community that a cloudlet belong
requirements), the cloudlets numb
represent the number of required 
execute 100 services in 10 VMs – 
for the life-cycle of 10 VMs). At la
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time and the last processing times will be the benchmarks 
for comparison. 

Figure 4 presents that by utilizing the clustering method 
the processing times are reduced by an amount (10 ms. per 
user submission) due to the internal matchmaking procedure 
due clustering. It is apparent that the clustering case offers 
an efficient service execution time in terms of overall 
processing time. Also for multiple user submissions we use 
the same specification of table 1. For example for eight 
users we use ids 1 to 4 and after the fourth user completes 
we execute 1 to 4 again. Using the clustering method we 
have achieved an improved scalability as more loads are 
handled more efficiently. In addition, the resource 
availability is higher as the actual processing times end 
service execution earlier. Finally the transient formation of 
virtual groups offers fully decentralization, transparency and 
dynamic-ness mainly due to their relation to the service 
submission specification. That is to say the characteristics of 
a job are important to be analyzed during resource discovery 
for offering an efficient resource orchestration setting. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
This work presented the inter-cloud resource discovery 

method that offers an efficient clustering of meta-brokers for 
the enhancing of decision making in interoperable cloud 
partnerships. By presenting the inter-cloud model and the 
resource discovery architecture we have concluded to a 
model for grouping meta-brokers according to user 
submission specification. The study contains the steps for 
achieving resource discovery by matchmaking cloudlets 
instead of internal characteristics e.g. distances or weights of 
interconnected paths. Our simulation experiments show that 
this solution overcomes traditional settings as it has achieved 
improved execution times in high peak workloads. 

The great advantages of meta-brokers clustering are the 
high tolerance in failures (if one meta-broker fails the rest of 
the group keep the same characteristics) and the run-time 
decision making process. In addition, it offers improved 
performance, due to the better processing times as observed 
in Section VII. At last, high availability, scalability is 
obtained by utilizing a fully decentralized and dynamic 
model. However, this solution is at its primary steps and 
requires to be extended in order to achieve other crucial 
components e.g. resource availability and appropriate 
policies. Relevant issues like, group failures, or complexity 
to the huge number of various demands could raise important 
issues. For that reason we have implemented a selection 
strategy of groups according to ranges and not actual values. 

In addition, an issue that required being resolved is the 
transparency of the setting in terms of cloudlet exchanging 
among meta-brokers. This is to say that some of the meta-
brokers are not allowed exchanging internal information 
during run-time. In the case of large scale communities, we 
can adapt peer to peer search algorithms as we presented in 
[9] for further enrichments. To conclude, this is the initial 
study to illustrate the basic resource clustering method to 
enhance resource discovery based upon user requirements. 
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